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Abstract

**Objective:** To test the predictive accuracy for violent recidivism of the age at onset of substance abuse, the platelet MAO-B activity, and various combinations of criminological and clinical risk factors among violent offenders in a prospective Swedish follow-up study.

**Subjects:** One hundred violent offenders, consecutively admitted for forensic psychiatric investigations between 1998 and 2001 (baseline).

**Methods:** Psychiatric and psychological data collection at baseline included age at onset of criminal behaviour and substance abuse and measures of platelet MAO-B activity. Known criminological and clinical risk factors were registered as well as ratings with the risk assessment instruments the Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R), Historical, Clinical, Risk Management (HCR-20), and Life History of Aggression (LHA). After a mean follow-up time of almost five years, data on violent recidivism was obtained from official crime registers and analysed in relation to the clinical and criminological risk factors and to the results of the risk instruments.

**Results:** Twenty subjects were reconvicted for violent crimes during follow-up. The age at onset of substance abuse, but not the MAO-B activity (regardless of smoking habits), correlated with risk factors for violence and predicted criminal recidivism. Most criminological and clinical risk factors, such as age at first conviction, number of convictions, history of conduct disorder, substance abuse, and scores on the PCL-R, HCR-20, and LHA, demonstrated modest correlations with violent recidivism and moderate predictive ability with areas under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves between 0.72 and 0.76. Only age at first conviction and a history of substance abuse among primary relatives remained significant predictors in multivariate models. The development and use of forensic psychiatric risk assessments were analysed from a clinical point of view, considering changes over time, ethical dilemmas, and risk for integrity violations and misunderstandings due to divergent expectations and interpretations of terminology.

**Conclusions:** Early-onset substance abuse and age at first conviction are independent risk factors for recidivism in forensic psychiatry. Simple historical risk factors describing behaviour have as good predictive accuracy as complex clinical risk assessment instruments.

**Key words:** violence, forensic risk assessment, risk factors, recidivism
Svensk sammanfattning

Syfte: Att undersöka den prediktiva precisionen hos ålder för missbruksdebut, MAO-B aktiviteten i blod, samt olika kombinationer av kriminologiska och kliniska riskfaktorer med avseende på återfall i våldsbrott hos tidigare våldsbrottsdömda i en prospektiv svensk uppföljningsstudie.


Resultat: Tjugo förövare dömdes för nya våldsbrott under observationstiden. Ålder vid missbruksdebuten, men inte MAO-B aktiviteten i trombocyter (beroende av rökning), korrelerade med riskfaktorer för våld och predicerade återfall i brott. Merparten kriminologiska och kliniska riskfaktorer, som ålder vid första dom, antal tidigare fängelsedomar, uppförandestörning i barndomen, missbruk och poäng på PCL-R, HCR-20 och LHA uppvisade modesta samband med återfall i våldsbrott och moderat prediktiv förmåga med kurvor för arean under Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) mellan 0,72 och 0,76. bara ålder vid den första domen och drogmissbruk bland förstagradssläktingar förblev signifikanta prediktorer i multivariata modeller. Utveckling och användning av riskbedömningsinstrument inom det rättsspsykiatriska fältet analyserades utifrån en klinisk utgångspunkt med särskilt avseende på förändringar över tid, etiska dilemman samt risken för integritetskränkningar och felbeslut beroende på motstridiga förväntningar och begreppsförvirring.

Slutsats: Tidigt debuterande missbruk och fällande domar för tidigare brott är oberoende riskfaktorer för upprepad våldsbrottslighet bland psykiskt störda lagöverträdare. Enkla historiska riskfaktorer har samma prediktiva värde som komplexa riskbedömningsinstrument.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD/HD</td>
<td>Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Area under the curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS</td>
<td>Central nervous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSF</td>
<td>Cerebrospinal fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Dopamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM-IV</td>
<td>Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCR-20</td>
<td>Historical Clinical Risk management - 20-items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVA</td>
<td>Homovanillic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHA</td>
<td>Life History of Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAO-A</td>
<td>Monoamine-oxidase A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAO-B</td>
<td>Monoamine-oxidase B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHPG</td>
<td>3-metoxy, 4-hydroxy phenylglucol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>Negative Predictive Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCL-R</td>
<td>Psychopathy checklist – revised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Personality disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>Positive Predictive Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROC</td>
<td>Receiver Operating Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCID-I</td>
<td>Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV – Axis I disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCID-II</td>
<td>Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV – Axis II disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT</td>
<td>Single Photon Emission Computerized Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCI</td>
<td>Temperament and Character Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-HIAA</td>
<td>5-hydroxyindolacetic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-HT</td>
<td>5-hydroxy-tryptamine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Historical background

The historical tradition of incapacitating violent offenders in order to prevent them from committing new crimes is very old. Penal legislation during antiquity and the middle ages stipulated various forms of punishments and incapacitation depending on the crimes and the perpetrator’s social standing. Corporal punishments were far more common than various forms of imprisonment, often in the form of deportations into slave labour or war service for life. Punishments were motivated by the need to undo the damage suffered by society, its government or ruler, and/or God. The unpredictability, inequality, and metaphysical grounds of penal law were questioned by the representatives of the “Age of Enlightenment” [1], the period in western philosophy and intellectual, scientific, and cultural life when reason was advocated as the primary source and legitimacy for authority, i.e. roughly corresponding to the 18th century, and especially the French Revolution (1789-1799). Montesquieu advocated the separation of powers in order to make judicial power independent from the executive power [2]. At the same time, Voltaire demanded that criminal justice should concentrate on the prevention rather than on the punishment of crime [3, 4]. Every citizen was considered to be equal before the law, and criteria were set up for the relationship between the length of the punishment and the severity of the crime [5, 6]. The offender’s personal characteristics should have no bearing on the punishment dispensed by the court. Punishments were motivated by ideas of responsibility, in the sense that if an individual who is free to choose how to act makes the choice of committing a criminal act, he is guilty and thus deserves punishment (Immanuel Kant, “The Right to Punish”, retrieved from Murphy 1978) [7].

Around the same time, as an almost parallel project to the rethinking of the penal law, modern psychiatry started to develop under the influence of the Age of Enlightenment ideas. This new science studied mechanisms behind human behaviour, focusing not only on persons suffering from various forms of “insanity”, but also on those guilty of what was regarded as incomprehensible acts or patterns of behaviour, especially when involving destructive or immoral components. In the late 19th century, Cesare Lombroso rejected the notion that crime was a characteristic trait of human nature and suggested that “anthropological criminality” should be in focus. This was the Darwinian idea that criminals were atavistic individuals with physical and mental characteristics retained from earlier steps in human development, meaning that criminality was inherited (Lombroso C: Sociological Theories of Deviance, retrieved from Rock 2002 [8]). This led to a break with the classic penal law which had required that every crime should be followed by a specific punishment. In the new school, referred to as “positive penal law”, punishments should no longer serve as reprisals, but were instead supposed to be the optimal form of “treatment” needed by the individual offender in order not to re-offend, or in the most extreme cases, needed by society as protection against the threat posed by the offender. Forensic psychiatry was developed on the basis of these ideas, which gained increasing influence over legislations across the countries in the western world during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. By this development, courts also became dependent on expertise in psychiatry and psychology in order to grasp the complex psychiatric and psychological factors behind the crime that could be regarded as explanatory or exculpatory. Also predictions of future behaviour (“dangerousness”) and proposals for preventive measures started to attract attention. The intention was here also to adapt the punishment to the needs of the perpetrator in order to serve as a relapse-preventive measure. Experts were often persons generally known for their good repute but lacking in documented knowledge about specific issues [9]. Internationally, positive penal law and forensic
psychiatry gained considerable influence during most of the 20th century. This practice came to be questioned, however, especially in the USA, and an intense debate was started in the 1960s, calling for empirical investigation of the accuracy or precision of arbitrary ways of forming judgements [10].

When great numbers of persons who had been assessed as dangerous and placed in institutions in the USA were released after a Supreme Court decision, scientists were for the first time given the opportunity to directly investigate the accuracy and precision of the risk assessments [11, 12]. The fact that psychiatric diagnoses and symptomatology were found to be among the factors with the poorest predictive value regarding “dangerousness” gave rise to further protests against the role of psychiatry in crime prevention, especially when it came to detention and other processes reducing individual liberties [13]. After the ensuing pessimism of the 1970s, research with a focus on “risk” instead of “dangerousness” was launched by groups of experts claiming that psychiatry and psychology indeed had important contributions to make to crime prevention [5, 14]. Research along these lines was first developed in Canada, soon to be followed by many groups of researchers across North America and in Europe.

**Historical development of forensic psychiatric risk assessments**

In forensic psychiatry, the term “risk” is used as an expression for the probability of violent offending by a certain person during a certain period of time [15]. Forensic psychiatric risk assessments are performed by psychiatrists, psychologists, and other mental health care professionals as ordered by court to provide information of relevance in sentencing and court supervision of compulsory forensic psychiatric treatment. In Sweden today, forensic psychiatric risk assessments are performed by the National Board of Forensic Medicine on behalf of the courts, both as part of pre-trial assessments and in considerations on discontinuance of life-sentences. Forensic psychiatric or psychological risk assessments are also performed in the forensic psychiatric treatment system, in the prison system, in institutional care of adolescents, and in general psychiatry. The clinical objective is to avoid and prevent violent behaviour, not merely to predict the possibility of such acts [16-18]. There is professional consensus today that risk assessments by several different methods and instruments serve better than chance to identify subjects at increased or decreased risk of criminal re-offending. However, considerable controversy of opinions remains about the overall reliability of assessments, the choice of methods, and the possible societal use of these assessments. There is a consensus that in order to be regarded as evidence-based, assessments have to employ methods tested for validity in prospective, controlled trials, and that such validity has to be controlled for effects of gender, ethnicity, age, and type of population. To provide a background to the different methods in use today, let us briefly look at the different phases, referred to as “generations”, of risk assessment methods that have been in use since the renewal of interest in the field during the 1980s.

“First generation”: dangerousness

“Dangerousness” was the classical forensic psychiatric concept used to describe persons thought to be prone to act violently towards others. It was defined as a “potential condition within a certain person in a given environmental situation, which implies a particular risk for a violation of other persons’ legal rights or of the societal organization itself” [19]. Up until the 1970s, risk assessments were clinical assessments of dangerousness provided by psychiatry. This changed, however, when several international studies reported that the vast majority of individuals who had been assessed as ”dangerous” by psychiatrists and therefore
deprived of liberty did not relapse in criminality as predicted when released [11, 12, 20]. These findings, which, by the way, have never been disproved in new prospective studies, led to a dramatic reconsideration of the value of such assessments. Psychiatric evaluations of the propensity to commit crimes rapidly fell into disrepute and had minor importance throughout the 1970s and -80s in Sweden as well as in the rest of the western world.

“Second generation”: risk
From the beginning of the 1980s, a strong societal demand for coercive measures against “dangerous” mentally disordered persons re-emerged, leading to a new surge of interest in what was called a new “generation” of violence prediction research. This development was in tune with the emerging dominance of the risk concept in our culture at that time [21]. Instead of categorical assessments of “dangerousness”, the “risk” of violence was measured as the proportion of individuals who relapsed or committed a certain type of crime in a (hypothetical) group sharing similar rating scores on structured or semi-structured rating scales, or “instruments”, such as the Psychopathy Checklist (-Revised) (PCL-R) [22, 23], and the Violence Risk Appraisal Guide [24, 25]. These instruments were translated and adapted to Swedish conditions during the 1990s [26-30].

“Third generation”: management
A third generation of risk research is now proposing “risk management”, a structured clinical assessment, for example by instruments such as the “Historical Clinical Risk management - 20-items” (HCR-20) [31-33]. These instruments focus on identifying risk factors as an aid to prevent violence in the management of individual cases instead of merely performing predictions. Factors such as attitudes, impulsivity, mental state, family and social circumstances, substance use, availability and acceptance of support are taken into consideration when making a structured professional judgment [34]. The obvious argument against this is that since risk factors are not defined as causal factors, it cannot be taken for granted that management of such factors necessarily influences the outcome. A structured professional judgment of management also has to consider the availability and acceptance of support from professionals as well as from family and pro-social friends [35].

Forensic psychiatric risk factors
The first generation of global clinical risk assessments have been developed via actuarial assessments based on statistical methods and led up to today’s combined clinical-actuarial assessments covering both historical and dynamic clinical aspects. The historical variables include criminological, dispositional, and contextual risk factors covering different areas from the life history, while the clinical variables cover current individual characteristics. An overview of the assessment methods and types of variables used in the different risk assessment generations is given in Table 1.
Table 1. The different phases of risk assessment methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First generation</th>
<th>Second generation</th>
<th>Third generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historical</td>
<td>Global clinical assessment based on subjective interpretation of individual history</td>
<td>Actuarial assessment based on, criminological, contextual, and past clinical variables</td>
<td>Actuarial assessment based on, criminological, contextual, and clinical variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>Global clinical assessment based on subjective interpretation of current traits and symptoms</td>
<td>Actuarial assessment based on items covering current clinical traits and symptoms</td>
<td>Clinical assessment based on items covering current clinical dynamic factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of assessment</td>
<td>Dangerousness</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Historical risk factors

Actuarial risk assessment instruments are based on historical, concrete, and statistical information. The instruments are predictive or prognostic in nature. They are designed to predict the future rather than intended to include measurements or quantifications of personality traits or psychological dynamics. Other facets of risk, such as severity, duration, or frequency, are ignored. Many studies have shown that a number of these historical risk factors have strong relevance in risk predictions. Prior violent offenses, mainly in the forms of juvenile delinquency (historical risk factors), younger age, and underprivileged social status (dispositional risk factors) recur across studies as the most important predictors of violent recidivism [35-46]. They remain the most important risk factors even when other types of risk factors, such as clinical factors (e.g. major mental disorders), are considered [44, 47]. An early onset of delinquency before the age of 13 years has been shown to increase the risk of subsequent serious, violent, and chronic offending by a factor of 2-3 [48]. Male gender, youth, substance abuse, and low age at onset of antisocial behaviour always turn up as risk factors in research on the probability of relapse in violence [49, 50].

The life history of a person can be analysed and described in a life-time perspective [51, 52] that can be influenced by life factors over time such as working situation and family history as well as short-term incidents like illness, divorce, or parenthood. Early physical maltreatment predicts adolescent psychological and behavioural problems, such as increased levels of aggression, beyond the effects of other factors associated with maltreatment [53].

Group dynamics, in contrast, are generally overlooked in forensic psychiatry, which is strongly focused on the individual. Groups of people act aggressively as a collective entity, not as a collection of aggressive individuals. The psychology of group aggression is based on group dynamics theory [54], which identifies different intensities of group aggression, such as low intensity aggression, including ostracism, hazing, and teasing; mid-intensity, e.g. bullying, harassment; and high intensity aggression, e.g. mobs and gangs. Gang members are known to be among the most serious violent offenders; they more often use weapons in a fight [55] and cause more violent assaults [56].
Clinical risk factors

Clinical risk assessments are based on factors such as psychiatric diagnoses and measures of traits and cognitive functions. It is important to remember that historical factors recur in clinical diagnoses such as conduct disorder or antisocial personality disorder, which makes it difficult to disentangle the overall relevance of clinical factors from that of historical factors.

Clinical risk factors include assessments of violence-related behavioural traits, such as aggression and antisocial personality disorder, but also substance abuse with early onset of poly-drug problems and links to aggression (type II alcoholism [57]). For example, the risk for any type of criminal recidivism was 4.8 times higher and that for violent recidivism 3.7 times higher among subjects with self-reports suggesting a categorical diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder as compared to offenders without [58]. Aggression against self or others is a core component of borderline personality disorder, and the aggressive acts of these patients are largely of the impulsive type [59, 60]. The risk of violent and non-violent offending attributable to substance abuse is also high [61]. Sixteen per cent of all violent crimes in Sweden during 1988-2000 were committed by persons who had hospital discharge diagnoses of alcohol abuse, and more than a tenth of all violent crimes were committed by patients diagnosed with drug abuse. Treatment services aimed at alcohol and drug abusers thus seem to have the potential of reducing violent offending [62].

In the field of mood disorders, research on suicide risk assessments has generally advanced further than that on violence directed at others, and some lessons may undoubtedly be learned from this area. For both suicide – as an introvert aggressive behaviour – and violent acting out – as an extrovert aggressive behaviour – a number of common clinical factors may be used to identify persons at increased risk. One such risk factor is agitated depression [63]. Depression is the most common psychiatric disorder associated with suicide [64]. People who have attempted suicide show a significantly stronger implicit association between death/suicide and self than do psychiatrically distressed individuals who have not attempted suicide [65]. Aggressive behaviours are highly prevalent in depressed youths, with similar types and levels seen in both males and females [66]. Previous suicide attempts are strong risk factors for future death by suicide.

Persons who have developed psychotic (“major”) mental disorders are at increased risk across the lifespan of committing both non-violent and violent crimes [67] as compared to people without such diagnoses [68-70]. The risk increase has been reported to be up to five-fold in several of these studies, and even higher among women [70-74]. This risk has recently been shown to be heavily influenced by concomitant familial effects for crimes and substance abuse, to the extent that when using unaffected sibling controls or controls matched for substance abuse, the increased risk almost disappears [47, 74]. Bivariate analyses have shown the incidence of violence to be higher for people with severe mental illness, but significantly so only for those with co-occurring substance abuse and/or dependence [75]. Multivariate analyses revealed that severe mental illness alone did not predict future violence; which instead was associated with historical (past violence, juvenile detention, physical abuse, parental arrest record), clinical (substance abuse, perceived threats), dispositional (age, sex, income), and contextual (recent divorce, unemployment, victimization) factors. However, most of these factors were endorsed more often by subjects with severe mental illness [75]. In schizophrenia, violence often precedes the clinical symptoms [76], which complicates the use of psychosis as a risk indicator. Studies have reported an increased risk of homicide among people suffering from schizophrenia [77], where the risk of violence may be increased during the first acute phase of the illness (possibly due to confusion) and in the later phases, when
severe violence is more often directed toward close relatives, e.g. parents, than towards strangers [78].

Childhood-onset social interaction and behavioural problems form the most relevant psychiatric symptom cluster in relation to pervasive adult violent behaviour, while late-onset mental disorders are more often associated with single acts of violent or sexual aggression [79]. It has to be remembered that early-onset behaviour disorders have been shown to constitute a core risk factor for all other mental disorders and for adulthood criminality and substance abuse, and therefore may act as a confounder behind all these associations [80] or as an early endophenotype for the later combination of mental disorders and criminality [81].

Attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) and conduct disorder may interact to give a higher risk for substance abuse than either disorder alone. Different types of abuse have been reported to correlate with oppositional defiant disorder, tics, and separation anxiety disorder [82, 83]. Major depressive disorders in mothers were predictors of substance abuse in their children with AD/HD, while paternal or maternal age, parental level of education, or type of occupation did not affect the risk of abuse [84]. Oppositional behaviour in youths is one of the strongest predictors of a wide range of psychiatric disorders. Compared to girls with AD/HD, boys with AD/HD report higher levels of violent and non-violent delinquency and are described by teachers as having more conduct problems [85].

**Combined Instruments**

Combined rating instruments, using clinical as well as historical information, have been developed to overcome the limitations of either method alone. Two such instruments that have gained wide acceptance in clinical settings – the PCL-R and the HCR-20 – have been applied in the thesis work and will be briefly presented here.

**PCL-R**

The concept of psychopathy as reflected in the PCL-R has long been regarded as a core personality indicator of risk across methods and diagnostic categories. Recent research has changed this picture somewhat by showing that the predictive power of the PCL-R is carried by the behavioural factor, i.e. previous criminal behaviour, which by itself outperforms the total score from the instrument. Walters, Raymond, Grann, and Dahle [86] have in a collaborative study analysed six samples from different countries with respect to the four factors of PCL-R and found virtually no support for any incremental validity of factors 1, 2, and 3 (Interpersonal, Affective, and Lifestyle, respectively) above and beyond factor 4 (Antisocial behaviour).

**HCR-20**

The frequently used inventory, HCR-20 is considered to be a synthesis of the two current methods, the clinical and the historical risk assessments. This instrument collects historical and clinical data as well as information on aspects of risk management. HCR-20 has the advantage of being easy to use, and the predictive accuracy is considered to be approximately 75-80 % [87] when used among persons with previous criminality, but in view of the strong impact of criminal history [88], the usefulness of HCR-20 must be questioned when applied to persons who have not yet committed any crime.
Biological risk factors

Over the past few decades, increasing interest has been directed at the biological basis of aggression and crime and the possibility of using biology to inform us on accountability, causation, and prediction in relation to crime.

Genetic studies, including twin and adoption studies, all conclude that there is a genetic influence to criminal [89] and antisocial behaviours [90, 91]. By such analyses of twin and adoption studies, it has been possible to quantify the overall importance of this susceptibility, which is estimated to explain about 65% of the inter-individual liability for criminal behaviours and aggressive antisocial behaviours [92], and lead to a four-fold increase in risk for violent crimes in first-degree relatives of a proband sentenced for such a crime [74]. The interaction between biological and social factors is also emphasized as particularly important in many studies [93]. Having stated that biological, constitutional factors are important in the background of violent crimes, it must be added that it has been far more difficult than expected to identify genetic risk factors. Just a decade ago, genetic variants were still debated in the press as “warrior genes” [94-96], but it is now recognized that no genetic variant may explain more than a couple of per cents of the total variation in psychiatric phenomena, including behaviour patterns [97].

The possibilities and problems involved in using biological markers for risk assessments will be exemplified here by two biological measures that are, of course, genetically influenced though first explored before the era of molecular genetics: the monoaminergic neurotransmitters and the activity of the enzyme monoaminoxidase (MAO) B in blood platelets. Among the different neurotransmitters studied, serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) has a fundamental role in the regulation of aggressive behaviour. Serotonin facilitates prefrontal cortical regions that are involved in suppressing aggressive manifestations. Studies have shown that selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) reduce impulsive aggression [98] and neurobiological studies have implicated reduced concentrations of the serotonergic metabolite 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) [99-102] and reduced neuroendocrine responses to serotonergic probes [98, 103-105] in patients with aggressive personality disorder or individuals who have made violent suicide attempts [106, 107]. The catecholamines dopamine and norepinephrine may also increase the probability of aggression. Dopamine is involved in the initiation and performance of aggressive behaviour [108]. Decreased dopamine D1 receptors have been reported in depressed patients with anger attacks [109]. In patients with personality disorders, a blunted serotonergic activity was associated with normal to increased noradrenergic activity [104]. One of the strongest predictive models presented for violent recidivism was described by Virkkunen and co-workers in a prospective study of biochemical and family variables, where violent recidivism was predicted by means of low CSF-concentrations of 5-HIAA (serotonergic metabolite) and 3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenyl-glycol (MHPG, a norepinephrine metabolite) in combination with early paternal violence, alcoholism, and absence from home as well as presence of brothers in the family [110].

The platelet activity of MAO has long been of interest in psychiatric research as it is easily accessible from peripheral cells (blood) and forms the substrate for a class of very potent psychotropic drugs – the monoamine oxidase inhibitors – and it may reflect biological propensities of relevance for personality traits and psychopathology in the central nervous system (CNS) [111]. There are two subclasses of MAO (A and B) that differ in biochemical properties and functions but are both represented in the brain and in peripheral tissues. MAO in blood platelets is exclusively of the B-type and has the same amino acid sequence as
MAO-B in the brain [112], but no direct correlations have been demonstrated between blood platelets and brain MAO-B [113]. Outside the brain, the MAO-A subtype is mainly detectable in human placenta and fibroblasts. MAO-B is primarily responsible for the metabolism of dopamine and a number of exogenous monoamines, while the A-form has serotonin and noradrenalin as substrates [114]. Since compounds in cigarette smoke inhibit MAO, smoking is associated with low platelet MAO activity [115]. The strongest association with low platelet MAO activity reported has been with substance abuse, especially “type II” alcoholism (with patrilinear inheritance, early-onset substance abuse, and antisocial behaviours [116, 117]), in clinical settings as well as in outpatients. In the context of forensic psychiatric risk assessments, reports on platelet MAO-B as a risk marker have often been extremely enthusiastic (e.g. “a simple blood test predicts dangerous character” [118]). Several studies have reported associations with aggressiveness [119-121] and violence and aggression in crime [122, 123], but not all studies have found such associations [124]. In a study by Alm and colleagues [122], low platelet MAO-B stood out as one of two independent but synergistic predictors for continued criminal activity into adulthood together with psychopathic personality traits according to the PCL-R.

With molecular genetics investigations, a number of candidate genes have been explored in relation to impulsive aggression or disorders characterized by high aggression. For example, 5-HT2A receptor single nucleotide polymorphisms have been associated with childhood-onset aggression [125-127]. An allele for low MAO-A activity has been found in people who displayed high levels of aggression, especially in combination with early life adversities [125, 127, 128], and MAO-A length polymorphisms have been suggested as a useful risk indicator [129, 130]. Serotonin transporter polymorphisms were also associated with aggression in some populations [131, 132]. Moreover, the dopamine receptors D2 and D4 gene variants have been shown to interact in the prediction of adolescent conduct disorder and antisocial behaviour [133, 134].

Other neurobiological systems implicated in research on the neural background of aggression include sex steroids, glutamate/GABA, peptides (such as oxytocin), and opioid receptors.

**Problematic aspects of forensic psychiatric risk assessments**

The central aspects of forensic psychiatric risk assessments that require particular consideration may be broadly defined into the following categories: (1) accuracy of assessments, (2) ethics, and (3) use and communication of assessments. These will be briefly presented here and further discussed throughout the thesis.

1. To be accurate, an instrument first has to be reliable (i.e. stable over time and across raters), consistent (i.e. measuring a unified construct), and valid for addressing the specific question. Data on validity has to be collected in comparable situations to where the instrument will be used, and gender and ethical groups must be considered specifically.

2. Ethical problems include the role of the rater (e.g. unproblematic for police officers but highly problematic for a doctor, a psychologist, or a social worker, as the methods used by these professionals are based on establishing confidence and trust), the dynamics of risk (amenable to change?), the types of risk factors (the use of factors such as heritability and genes is generally avoided even if they would add to assessments), and confidentiality.
3. Professionals have a responsibility for the consequences of communication with courts and in society. Using psychiatric and/or psychological methods may create the impression that these factors are especially linked to violence and criminal recidivism, and that mentally disordered offenders are more prone to recidivism and dangerousness than other offenders.
Aims of the study

General aims
This thesis aims at presenting the practice of forensic psychiatric risk assessments theoretically, scientifically, and clinically, and the overall purpose was to test the predictive ability of assessment methods for the risk of violent crimes in a follow-up study of a prospective Swedish forensic psychiatric cohort of perpetrators of severe crimes against others.

Specific aims
Paper I
The aims of this study was (i) to examine the influence of the age at onset of substance abuse on other factors of relevance for criminal behaviour, (ii) to investigate if the age at onset of alcohol and drug abuse can be used by itself to predict violent recidivism.

Paper II
Previous reports have described an association between the platelet MAO-B activity and factors of relevance for criminal behaviour such as childhood disruptiveness, adulthood aggression, psychopathic traits and recidivistic violence across adult diagnostic categories. This study was designed to test the accuracy of platelet MAO-B activity as a predictor of criminal recidivism and traits related to violence.

Paper III
In this paper, a broad array of both criminological and clinical risk factors as well as structured assessment instruments were tested for predictive ability, and the relapse rate in violent crimes (reconvictions) was compared between subjects sentenced to compulsory forensic psychiatric treatment and subjects sentenced to prison.

Paper IV
In the final paper, the development and focus of forensic psychiatric risk assessments were discussed from a clinical point of view using the example of Sweden, considering changes over time, ethical dilemmas with risk for integrity violations, and misunderstandings based on divergent expectations and inconsequent use of terminology. The paper includes an overview of the current knowledge of forensic psychiatric risk assessments in Sweden.
Subjects and Methods

The present work is a follow-up study of the initial study of the Gothenburg Forensic Neuropsychiatry Project, here referred to as the “baseline study”. The baseline data was collected between 1998 and 2001, and the collection of follow-up information from official registers was initiated in 2005. A brief description of the subjects and methods of the baseline study is given below.

Baseline study

Recruited for the “baseline study” (1998-2001) of The Gothenburg Forensic Neuropsychiatry Project were violent offenders, arsonists, and sexual offenders consecutively referred by court to a pre-trial forensic psychiatric investigation at the Department of Forensic Psychiatry in Gothenburg. Study subjects were included by criteria defining the type of crimes in the indictment. Violent crimes where the life of the victim had been threatened or taken, arson, and sexual offences (defined as rape or aggravated rape against adults, and sexual crimes against minors corresponding to today’s definitions of rape) were classified as severe crimes qualifying for inclusion in the study. The only exclusion criterion was lack of the basic Swedish education necessary for dealing with the assessment instruments and for availability of registered school and other background data. Out of 121 eligible subjects, 100 agreed to participate, while 21 declined (Table 2). Subjects could participate in some parts of the studies and decline others, and the non-participants registered for each method were separately analysed to control for attrition effects. Characteristics of the study population are given in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Index crimes and legal outcomes in the study population (adapted from Söderström 2002 [135])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline study (n=100)</th>
<th>Non-consenters (n=21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men:Women</td>
<td>92:8</td>
<td>18:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>17-76 (median 30)</td>
<td>17-62 (median 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Index crimes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent</td>
<td>61 (61 %)</td>
<td>15 (71 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual</td>
<td>25 (25 %)</td>
<td>2 (10 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arson</td>
<td>14 (14 %)</td>
<td>4 (19 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder/manslaughter</td>
<td>21 (21 %)</td>
<td>1 (5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempted murder</td>
<td>17 (17 %)</td>
<td>6 (29 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravated assault</td>
<td>17 (17 %)</td>
<td>7 (33 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlawful threat/robbery</td>
<td>6 (6 %)</td>
<td>1 (5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>3 (3 %)</td>
<td>1 (5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual child abuse</td>
<td>22 (22 %)</td>
<td>1 (5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arson</td>
<td>14 (14 %)</td>
<td>4 (19 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sentences</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prison</td>
<td>54 (54 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic psychiatric inpatient treatment</td>
<td>46 (46 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Distribution of psychiatric diagnoses in the study population (adapted from Söderström 2002 [135]). In non-consenters, only major psychiatric diagnoses from the forensic psychiatric investigation reports were available for comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline study (n=100)</th>
<th>Non-consenters (n=21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Axis I diagnoses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood disorders</td>
<td>45 (45 %)</td>
<td>1 (5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychotic disorder</td>
<td>20 (20 %)</td>
<td>10 (48 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance abuse and dependence</td>
<td>56* (56 %)</td>
<td>12 (57 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety disorder</td>
<td>26 (26 %)</td>
<td>1 (5 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism spectrum disorder</td>
<td>18 (18 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental retardation</td>
<td>17 (17 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tic disorder</td>
<td>18 (18 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD/HD</td>
<td>39 (39 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct disorder</td>
<td>48 (48 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Axis II diagnoses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cluster A</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paranoid PD</td>
<td>22 (22 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizoid PD</td>
<td>22 (22 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizotypal PD</td>
<td>13 (13 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cluster B</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histrionic PD</td>
<td>7 (7 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissistic PD</td>
<td>16 (16 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borderline PD</td>
<td>31 (31 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antisocial PD</td>
<td>43 (43 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cluster C</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phobic PD</td>
<td>17 (17 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsessive/compulsive PD</td>
<td>15 (15 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependent PD</td>
<td>2 (2 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other PDs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disorder NOS</td>
<td>5 (5 %)</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adapted from Söderström 2002, with the addition of 4 cases of substance abuse discovered in the re-analyses presented in Paper I.

The subjects were generally on remand for at least one month before incarceration for up to four weeks at the study department during the forensic psychiatric investigation, but four subjects were assessed as outpatients. All subjects were detoxified when first taken into custody, i.e. before inclusion in the study. The fact that some subjects had a pharmacological treatment that could not be discontinued for study purposes was accounted for in the relevant analyses.

All subjects were convicted of their index crimes, in some cases after a change in the legal definition of the act. For study purposes, the initial legal classification was used as long as the description of the criminal act remained unchanged.
Forensic psychiatric investigations
The majority of persons subjected to a forensic psychiatric investigation in Sweden have committed some type of violent crime [136, 137], possibly under the influence of a mental disorder. Criminal identification is generally not a predominant feature among these subjects, and they do not score especially high on assessment instruments such as the PCL-R [79].

The vast majority (95 %) of perpetrators who have undergone a forensic psychiatric investigation are assigned some type of psychiatric diagnosis, but only about half of all investigated cases prove to have a mental disorder severe enough to exclude a sentence to prison [137, 138]. More than half of those exempted from regular sanctions suffer psychoses, particularly of the type seen in the schizophrenia spectrum. In a smaller proportion of patients, the main diagnosis is severe compulsiveness or severe personality disorder with a tendency to develop psychotic reactions in response to stress and mental strain. Finally, a few cases involve serious neuropsychiatric and developmental conditions characterized by considerable neurocognitive functional impairments.

Data collection
All basic assessments included highly structured psychiatric, psychological, and social evaluations according to a research protocol covering mental health problems, personality aspects, drug abuse, and criminality. In the following, (i) psychiatric assessments; (ii) forensic personality assessment, and (iii) self-rated personality assessments will be detailed. Assessments were based on in-depth personal examinations during the investigation period but also on extensive file reviews, as a forensic psychiatric investigation overrules all secrecy in Swedish health care and makes all types of files and dossiers from birth through child health care and school health care into adulthood available for the investigation team and, in this case, the researchers involved in the study.

i. Psychiatric assessments
Structured clinical interviews were made by trained raters, and all diagnoses were based on the Diagnostic and Statistic Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV); SCID-I [139] was used for Axis I disorders and SCID-II interviews [140] for Axis II diagnoses.

Childhood-onset neuropsychiatric disorders (i.e. autism spectrum disorder, AD/HD, tics, and mental retardation) were diagnosed by additional instruments, such as the Asperger’s Syndrome Screening Questionnaire [141], the Asperger’s Syndrome Diagnostic Interview [142], and the Wender-Utah Rating Scale [143]. Neuropsychiatric examinations and neurocognitive test assessment included the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale [144] evaluated according to the Swedish normative data [145]. A semi-structured collateral interview on childhood development, behaviour, and health was performed with a relative who had known the subject as a child in the 31 cases with such a person available.

Categorical diagnoses were established by the DSM-IV cut-off levels and by clinical consideration of the impact that personality traits had with regard to the psychosocial level of functioning as well as their relationships with the Axis I diagnoses. The numbers of fulfilled Axis I and II criteria were also used as dimensional ratings of dysfunctional/maladaptive personality traits.
**ii. Forensic personality assessments**

Criminological data was collected in accordance with a structured protocol including basic data on previous and current criminal behaviour. Risk-related assessments were made by the PCL-R [23, 123, 146] and by the HCR-20 [33] check list. Life History of Aggression (LHA) [147] scores (rated on the basis of self-reports, structured interviews, and file information) and previous violent criminality were collected. Furthermore, the protocol was extended to contain a large sociological data set assessed by the psychiatric social worker on the forensic psychiatric investigation team and subsequently checked against the files by a research social worker to ascertain scoring uniformity.

PCL-R assessments of psychopathy included both the original two-factor solution and the three-factor model (i.e: “arrogant and deceitful interpersonal style” (factor 1); “deficient affective experience (factor 2), and “impulsive and irresponsible behaviour style” (factor 3) proposed by Cooke and Michie [148]). Regarding HCR-20, only the first 15 items were included in the baseline assessment, as the last 5 items refer to conditions after release from sanctions.

**iii. Self-rated personality assessments**

In addition to the LHA self-assessment variant, the clinical work-up included the Karolinska Scale of Personality [149] and the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) [150] to collect additional information about personality traits, while the completion of the Beck Depression Inventory [151, 152] provided information about the current degree of depression.

**Neurochemical analyses**

Eighty-one subjects (77 men, 4 women, aged 17-76, median: 30 years among the 100 subjects of the baseline study) consented to venous blood sampling for determination of MAO-B in blood platelets. The female subjects were excluded from the final analyses since a previous publication showed a gender difference in MAO-B activity [153], which was thought to be increased in females [154, 155]. Since compounds in cigarette smoke have been found to inhibit MAO-B [114], we made separate analyses for the 43 smokers and 29 non-smokers (information on smoking was missing in 5 cases).

The control group consisted of 18 healthy blood donors (aged 25-55 years). For the analyses of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), 36 subjects from the baseline study consented to lumbar puncture.

Platelets were isolated from EDTA-blood as previously described [156]. The protein content of the homogenate was determined by the bicinchoninic acid procedure [157]. The enzyme activity was assayed radiochemically with 5 μM β-phenylethylamine as substrate [158]. The specific enzyme activity is expressed as µkat per kilogram cell protein.

Lumbar punctures were performed under standard conditions. The CSF monoamine metabolites homovanillic acid (HVA), 5-HIAA, and MHPG were assessed by high-performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection [159]. Monoamine metabolite concentration was expressed as nanomoles per litre (nM/l).
Follow-up study: study population and data collection

The follow-up study, carried out during 2005 and 2006, followed all participants (who gave informed consent for this in connection with the baseline study), with the exception of one individual (n=99) due to problems with the social security number, from their index crime up to January 1, 2005, giving a follow-up time-frame of 44 to 73 months with a mean follow-up period of almost 60 months. The subjects were not investigated in person again during this follow-up study, but the 99 forensic investigations and index sentences were re-read in relation to the extracts from files included in the follow-up (as detailed below) and sentences for relapse crimes, and notes were taken regarding each individual subject’s life history and criminal record. Specific attention was given to all information on substance abuse; age at onset, duration, types of drugs, and relation to criminal behaviours. All notes were entered into the database already established from the baseline study. Unless otherwise stated, all findings concerning clinical diagnoses are based on the baseline study [135].

Three national registers (the National Council for Crime Prevention, the National Board of Health and Welfare, and the National Prison and Probation Administration registers) were searched for the following outcomes: (i) incidents during treatment (forensic psychiatric/institutional/prison), (ii) type and number of recidivistic crimes: violent, sexual, and/or other. New inpatient treatment periods and diagnoses assigned were also compared to the baseline data.

In the original group of 100 subjects, 46 subjects were sentenced to forensic psychiatric inpatient treatment and 54 to prison. During the follow up period, a total of 20 of the 99 followed subjects relapsed in violent (n=16) or dangerous (n=4) criminal acts, including 1 murder, 1 arson, 1 rape, 1 case of exposing somebody to danger, 1 duress, 2 aggravated assault, 5 assaults, 3 aggravated unlawful thefts/robberies, and 5 violations of legislation against carrying arms. The number of crimes per subject varied as some subjects committed further recidivistic crimes after the first relapse crime treated as end-point for the follow-up analyses presented here. Three subjects committed suicide during the study period.

Independent variables

From the baseline data, the following independent variables were identified for the analyses in this thesis: (1) age at onset of substance abuse, (2) duration of substance abuse, (3) platelet MAO-B activity, (4) CSF monoamine metabolite concentrations (5-HIAA, HVA, MHPG), (5) childhood-onset behaviour disorders, (6) risk assessments according to HCR-20, (7) personality traits, especially those related to disruptive and aggressive behaviours, (8) LHA scores, (9) psychopathic traits according to the PCL-R, including factor scores, (10) DSM-IV diagnoses of psychosis, substance abuse/dependency, conduct disorder and antisocial personality disorder, (11) criminological risk factors, including age at first conviction, number of convictions for aggravated violence, number of prison convictions, substance abuse/dependency among primary relatives, criminality among primary relatives, unstable and insecure circumstances during childhood, sexual abuse during childhood/adolescence, and (12) sentences to prison or forensic psychiatric care.

Dependent variables

From the baseline study, PCL-R and LHA scores and a history of recidivistic violence already at index (i.e. baseline) were used as dependent variables in some analyses seeking to predict factors of relevance to violent criminal behaviour. The scores were used as dimensional scores or as categories by median splits or proposed cut-off scores reflecting
aggressive behaviour patterns and personality traits. The main outcome measure, however, was recidivism in violence (or dangerousness) during follow-up defined categorically as recidivism vs. non-recidivism based on new convictions during the observation period.

Data administration and statistical methods
All information collected was de-identified and organized in a coded file. The data were analysed by chi-square analyses, non-parametric Mann-Whitney comparisons, Spearman rank correlations, t-tests, ANOVAS, Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curves, logistic regression analyses, and Kaplan-Meier survival analyses. All statistics were calculated with different versions of the SPSS software (from SPSS version 12.0 in Paper I to PASW version 17.0 in Paper III) and all p-values are two-tailed. Statistical significance was set at the 5% level, meaning that two-tailed p-values <0.05 are considered significant. Age at onset of substance abuse and a number of clinical assessments had skewed distribution, which motivated the use of non-parametric methods. Due to the exploratory nature of the studies, corrections for multiple comparisons have not generally been applied.

Ethical considerations
This thesis includes follow-up analyses based on a clinical research project known as the Gothenburg Forensic Neuropsychiatry Project [135]. Since the project involved individuals deprived of their liberty, particular emphasis was placed on the voluntary nature of participation. All potential subjects were given oral and written information about the study and opportunities to discuss questions concerning their participation in the study. The subjects had the choice of refraining from participating in any part of the investigation they wished, drop-outs were accepted at any time during the study period, and all subjects were assured that research findings would have no impact on the outcome of the forensic psychiatric investigation. The rate of participation was high though the participants earned no material compensation for their participation. All subjects were informed of the planned register-based follow-up and consented to this part of the study.

All information, both the baseline assessments and the register-based follow-up data, was de-identified and stored in digitalized databases. Thus, coded clinical and laboratory databases were used for the follow-up studies included in this thesis, and de-identified blood samples were stored together with coded clinical information for biochemical investigations.

The project was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at the University of Gothenburg with register number Ö 465-02, approval date 2002-10-21, while aims and methods of this specific thesis work were also tried and accepted by the Research Ethics Committee at the University of Lund with register number 698/2005, approval date 2006-02-16.

Detailed methods used for the follow-up study

Paper I
Dependent variables: LHA, PCL-R-scores, and violent recidivism at baseline, i.e. recidivism defined as having admitted at least one violent crime before the index crime leading to inclusion in the study (as follow-up data was not available at the time of writing this first Paper).
Independent variables: Age at onset of substance abuse, number of childhood hyperactivity symptoms, childhood conduct disorder, abuse of substances other than alcohol, personality disorders.

Retrospective assessments were carried out by scrutinizing the files and records of the subjects of the baseline study. Beside the DSM-IV diagnoses of abuse or dependence and other mental disorders, all data was registered about any substance (alcohol and/or drugs) abuse/dependence, number of years with abuse, and the age when the subject had started his/her alcohol/drug abuse. The number of years with both alcohol and drug abuse was reported by the subjects themselves during interviews in the baseline study, and the self-reported duration of alcohol and/or drug abuse or dependence was compared with information from medical files, records from social authorities, and other available registers (school and military records) to ascertain that the calculated age at onset of substance abuse was as reliable as possible. From the 56 subjects diagnosed with a DSM-IV substance-related disorder, two were excluded, as age at onset of substance abuse could not be reliably determined in those cases. The three-factor model of the PCL-R facets was used in the scoring. Self-rated personality assessments by the TCI were compared to norm data to yield t-scores.

Statistical analyses included chi-square tests, non-parametric Mann–Whitney comparisons, Spearman rank correlations, logistic regressions, and Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves by the SPSS 12.00 (further references omitted). All p-values are two-tailed. In detail: Spearman correlations were calculated between forensically relevant factors and the age at onset and the duration of substance abuse, respectively. In the next step, ROC curves were plotted using the Area under the Curve (AUC) as an indicator of predictive power across various cut-offs. This method is well suited for solving two kinds of problems in research on risk prediction: (1) the cut-off score that is most effective in distinguishing signal from noise, i.e. relapse from non-relapse, can be calculated from the curve’s point of inflection [160], and, (2) the AUC can be used as a measure of the instrument’s overall capacity to distinguish between signal and noise at all possible cut-off scores [161, 162]. This value may also be interpreted as the probability of an actual signal having a higher score than the noise in the continuous variable [160]. The AUC is useful in comparing the theoretical accuracy of different test methods at all possible cut-off levels, but provides no information about the accuracy in a single prediction, which requires a predetermined cut-off and knowledge of the prevalence of the studied phenomenon in the actual group of subjects.

The optimal cut off/inflection point was 18 years of age. Subjects with late versus early (before the age of 18) onset of alcohol and/or drug abuse/dependence were subsequently compared for behavioural and neuropsychiatric disorders in childhood, psychopathic traits, personality traits, aggression, global IQ, and criminality in adulthood.

In the final step, to compare the age at onset of substance abuse to other known childhood risk factors and to rule out possible confounding by a higher prevalence of mixed drug abuse in the early-onset group, a multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed with LHA and PCL-R scores over the median split and violent recidivism as dependent variables, and age at onset, number of childhood hyperactivity symptoms, childhood conduct disorder, and abuse of substances other than alcohol as independent variables.
**Paper II**  
*Dependent variables:* Violent recidivism during the follow-up period, violent recidivism at baseline, personality factors (temperament and character dimensions), LHA and PCL-R scores, and the CSF monoamine metabolites concentrations (HVA as dopamine metabolite, 5-HIAA as serotonin metabolite, and MHPG as noradrenalin metabolite).  

*Independent variables:* Platelet MAO-B activity.  

*Statistical analyses:* Associations between variables were calculated as Spearman rank correlations (to avoid missing correlations due to non-normal distributions among other variables than the MAO-B activity, which itself is normally distributed). The predictive ability of MAO-B activity with regard to criminal recidivism was also calculated in the form of a ROC curve.  

In order to investigate any significant difference in MAO-B activity between the different types of offenders, the 45 perpetrators of “classic” violent crimes (murder, manslaughter, aggravated assault, and violent robbery) were compared to the 22 perpetrators of rape, sexual child abuse or the 10 arsonists by an ANOVA across the three offender groups. For a comparison with normal controls, an ANOVA across the three offender groups and the normal contrast group was used. Finally, the confounding effect of smoking was analysed by comparison of smokers and non-smokers (t-test).  

**Paper III**  
*Dependent variables:* DSM-IV diagnoses of psychosis, substance abuse/dependency, conduct disorder, antisocial personality disorder, total scores on LHA, PCL-R, and HCR-20, age at first conviction, number of convictions for aggravated violence, number of prison convictions, substance abuse/dependency among primary relatives, criminality among primary relatives, unstable and insecure circumstances during childhood, and sexual abuse during childhood/adolescence.  

*Independent variables:* Violent recidivism based on reconvictions for violent crimes during follow-up.  

Length of follow-up period and basic clinical characteristics was compared between the subjects sentenced to forensic psychiatric care and those sentenced to prison. A Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was also performed, comparing time, in months, until violent relapse for the two groups as well as Spearman correlations between criminological and clinical risk factors and violent recidivism (reconvictions) during the follow-up period. ROC-analyses were performed to examine the predictive ability of the criminological and clinical risk factors (e.g. age at first conviction, number of convictions for aggravated violence, number of convictions, PCL-R total score, LHA total score, and HCR-20 total score on historical and clinical aspects) for criminal recidivism (reconviction). Finally, the predictive power of criminological versus clinical risk factors was analyzed by binary logistic regressions, and these regression models were also used to calculate sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (PPV) as well as negative predictive value (NPV) for both sets of risk factors.
Results

Paper I
Median age at onset was 22 years for alcohol abuse, 14 years for non-alcohol drug abuse, and 16 years for mixed abuse. The age of onset of abuse strongly correlated with several forensic key features, such as aggression, violent recidivism, and all facets of psychopathy, while the number of years with abuse showed no correlations with either forensic assessments or psychiatric disorders in adult- or childhood.

The subjects with early onset of substance abuse differed from those with later onset in demonstrating personality profiles with significantly higher scores on the TCI dimensions Novelty Seeking and lower scores on Reward Dependence, Persistence, and Cooperativeness.

The ROC curve of the inverted age at onset of substance abuse (i.e. 100 – age at onset) predicting a LHA score over the median split had an AUC of 0.88, with an optimal inflection point at 18 years of age or younger, giving a sensitivity of 0.78 and a specificity of 0.92. A similar analysis for predicting PCL-R scores of 20 or more (used as an approximate cut-off for psychopathic traits) had an AUC of 0.88, with 18 years of age yielding a sensitivity of 0.80 and a specificity of 0.71. The ROC for the age at onset as a predictor of violent recidivism had an AUC of 0.76, with the same cut-off as above, i.e. 20 or more (used as an approximate cut-off) yielding a sensitivity of 0.74 and a specificity of 0.70.

Multivariate logistic regression analyses with LHA, PCL-R scores over median splits, and violent recidivism as dependent variables and age at onset, number of childhood hyperactivity symptoms, childhood conduct disorder, and abuse of substances other than alcohol as independent variables, showed that the age at onset was the most significant predictor of violent recidivism (beta=−0.079, S.E.=0.050, exp(beta)=0.924, p=0.115, where the exp(beta) expresses an odds ratio below 1 as the risk decreases with increasing age at onset).

In summary, the strong associations of the age at onset of substance abuse with several key forensic features suggested that this is an important factor in the prediction of complex personality disorders and violent recidivism.

Paper II
The study group of violent offenders had a mean platelet MAO-B activity of 5.41 μkat/kg protein (SD±1.64), which was not significantly different from the mean platelet MAO-B activity in the control group (mean = 5.21 μkat/kg, SD±1.21). There was no significant correlation between the MAO-B activity and age. When comparing different categories of offenders (sexual offenders, arsonists, or perpetrators of violent crime), no significant difference in MAO-B activity was found, nor when analyzing the platelet MAO-B activity in women. Furthermore, no correlation was found between the enzyme activity and the age at onset of substance abuse, the presence of poly-substance abuse, or antisocial personality disorder.

Smokers had a mean platelet MAO-B activity of 5.05 μkat/kg protein (SD±1.38), while the corresponding measure among non-smokers was 5.70 μkat/kg protein (SD±1.93). This
reduction of about 10% in the enzyme activity among smokers was not statistically significant in this study (p=0.13).

Among non-smokers, the MAO-B activity was significantly correlated to the Gillberg and Gillberg criteria for Asperger’s syndrome [163], and to the TCI’s temperament dimensions Harm Avoidance and Persistence. These correlations, however, would not remain significant after any formal correction for multiple testing.

There were no significant correlations between the platelet MAO-B activity and any of the CSF monoamine metabolite concentrations (HVA, 5-HIAA, and MHPG).

In summary, relationships between the platelet MAO-B activity and behavioural deviations, such as psychopathic traits, aggression, or criminal recidivism, could not be demonstrated in our study population.

**Paper III**

During a mean follow-up period of 59 (SD±10.9) months, 20 individuals (20 %) relapsed in violent criminality according to the defined criteria. Relapses occurred both during ongoing sanction (n=6) and after discharge or on parole (n=14). Recovictions for violent criminality were significantly more common among the subjects sentenced to prison (n=15, 28 %) as compared to those sentenced to forensic psychiatric care (n=5, 11 %), indicating a general rate of violent relapse as low as four violent relapses per 100 patient years among mentally disordered offenders, even if the subjects sentenced to forensic psychiatric care spent significantly more time at liberty (risk) during the follow-up period than those in prison. Time until a first violent relapse (reconviction) was compared between the two sanction groups by a Kaplan-Meier survival analysis, showing not only that the relapses were fewer but also that they occurred earlier in the follow-up period among the subjects sentenced to forensic psychiatric treatment than among those with prison sanctions.

Spearman correlation factors between criminological/clinical risk factors and violent recidivism were overall small to modest.

Among the clinical/historical risk factors, a diagnosis of conduct disorder during childhood fell out as a significant risk factor when cross-tabulated with violent recidivism, and 80 % of those who actually relapsed fulfilled criteria for childhood conduct disorder as compared to 39 % of the non-recidivists. The only other significant risk factor was a diagnosis of substance abuse/dependence. In contrast, none of the dichotomous criminological risk factors showed a statistically significant relation with violent recidivism.

ROC curves were plotted for the three continuous criminological risk factors (age at first conviction, number of convictions for aggravated violence, and number of prison convictions) together with the scores from the assessment instruments (PCL-R total score, LHA total score, and HCR-20 total score) to illustrate their predictive power for violent criminal recidivism. These analyses showed modestly significant predictive abilities for the criminological risk factor age at first conviction and for all three assessment instruments, while two of the criminological risk factors (the number of previous convictions for aggravated violence or of prison convictions) did not predict violent recidivism significantly.

Logistic regression analyses showed that the predictive ability of criminological vs. the combined set of clinical risk factors and scores from the risk assessment instruments was
satisfactory, in both cases arriving at a correct classification of about 80% of the individuals. Both models were, on the whole, correct in classifying the large group of true negatives, i.e. those who did not relapse, while the accuracy for those who actually relapsed was much lower, identifying 77% (criminological risk factors) and 50% (clinical risk factors) correctly.

**Paper IV**
The progress of risk assessments in Sweden has, on the whole, followed the international development. Categorical assessments of “dangerousness” were successively replaced by assessments of “risk” for violence, which are currently performed as clinical routine, both in the state-run clinical forensic psychiatric investigations and in the hospital system for clinical decisions and as decision-support for administrative and penal courts of law, by means of Swedish versions of instruments such as the HCR-20 and the PCL-R. By these methods, groups with a higher probability than others for violent acting out can in fact be identified, but it is more difficult to assess individuals to arrive at reasonably safe conclusions about the individual risk of relapsing in criminality. Male gender, youth, substance abuse, previous criminality, and low age at onset of antisocial behaviour have always turned up as risk factors in research on the probability of relapse in violence [49, 50].

In Sweden, the level of knowledge and experience could be summarized in the following statements: (1) clinical risk assessments provide results better than chance, (2) at best they correctly classify 70-75% of cases, and (3) we still lack support for risk assessments of women and ethnic minorities [164] in forensic psychiatry and generally.
Discussion

Historical and contextual risk factors together with clinical assessments and measures have been shown to predict violent recidivism among mentally disordered offenders [37, 38, 40, 42, 43, 45, 46, 61]. In this thesis, risk factors from all these different categories have been assessed, for example age at onset of substance abuse as a historical risk factor of clinical origin, MAO-B as a biological factor, and age at first conviction as an historical factor of criminological origin.

Previous psychiatric research on substance abuse and violent crimes has mainly assessed the covariation of the two [62] and the duration of such abuse. Cloninger’s model of type II alcoholism characterized by early-onset poly-drug substance abuse and disruptiveness, with a specific personality profile of high Novelty Seeking and low Reward Dependence combined with character immaturity, and a distinct hereditary vulnerability [57], prompted us to specifically address the age at onset of substance abuse in relation to aggression, psychopathy, and violent recidivism (Paper I). The personality and behavioural correlates to the age at onset of substance abuse conformed to the proposed model. Subjects with early onset of substance abuse (i.e. before 18 years of age) had higher scores on behavioural aspects of psychopathy, more AD/HD, conduct disorder, previous aggressive behaviours, violent recidivism, personality disorders, and antisocial temperaments with character immaturity, especially in the form of low Cooperativeness. Even if aggressive impulses are inherent in the forces that help us survive, advance, and assert integrity, the ability to refrain from acting on impulses and to control behaviour in accordance with superior goals is pivotal in human interaction. The impulse to react with aggression has to be recognized and acted on, or suppressed if destructive, in fractions of a second. Considerations about propriety of behaviour, purpose, and consequences must be processed instantly since there might be little time for deeper reflection. Substance abuse might both increase aggressive impulses and have additional negative effects by impeding responsible, independent judgment and by reducing the ability of impulse control. Age at onset of substance abuse may serve as a marker of risk for violent recidivism and thus also signal substance-related complications that require preventive social, educational, and medical measures. The association between an early age at onset of substance abuse and complications may be genetic but is also understandable from an etiological and pathological view as substance use early in life may hamper personality development and social adjustment more than similar abuse later in life.

In contrast, a similar assessment of platelet MAO-B activity as a predictor of recidivistic violence was negative (Paper II). MAO-B has since long been under investigation as a possible biological marker for various personality factors. It is of special interest due to its accessibility in whole blood, and because it is a more easily obtained sample than CSF. However, we did not find any support for MAO-B being of any reasonable importance for disruptive and antisocial personality traits and violent offending in our study group of violent offenders referred for forensic psychiatric investigations. Nor did the platelet MAO-B activity correlate with any childhood behavioural disorder, abuse-related factor, or psychosocial adversity. There were no associations to crime-related factors such as life history of aggression (LHA), psychopathic personality traits (PCL-R), or recidivistic violent crimes. The analyses in subgroups of smokers/non-smokers did not change the overall negative result, even if there was a correlation to temperament traits among non-smokers. The lack of significant findings could be ascribed to the low power of the present sample size, but the complete lack of associations to relapse in a prospective study design strongly indicates that
MAO-B cannot be used as a marker for violent recidivism with any reasonable validity in a selected offender population, even if correlations have previously been reported in general population samples and group comparisons [114]. Our results illustrate the dangers of extrapolating findings from large-scale cross-sectional studies to predictive models applied among clinical cases. MAO-B may, however, be of interest in research on constitutional factors making individuals vulnerable for substance abuse, especially type II alcoholism [114].

The long-term prospective follow-up study showed that historical risk factors, neither in the form of criminological or clinical data, were strongly related to recidivism in violent crime (Paper III). It also appeared that simple variables, describing, for instance, the age at first conviction, had similar predictive ability as complex clinical risk assessments with instruments such as the HCR-20 and the PCL-R (as judged by ROC analyses yielding similar AUCs). Neither did multivariate models, including all criminological or all clinical variables, lead to any considerable improvement of the prediction of violent recidivism. Each of these two models could correctly predict around 80% of the subjects, which counts as a modest-good predictive power, but included a large number of true negative predictions, which are self-evident in a group with a low base-rate of re-offending and a relatively large proportion of false positive cases in relation to the true positive proportion, consistent with the evidence from the Backstrom and Dixon era, when a large group of subjects considered to be “dangerous” did not recidivate. The criminological risk factors turned out to be slightly better than the current clinical factors as they could correctly identify three out of four compared to two out of four recidivists, which is in line with the conclusion of the SBU report [164]. It was only in the analysis of the criminological model that we received some significant predictors, namely: (i) age at first conviction, where the risk of relapse increased with lower age and (ii) drug abuse/dependency among primary relatives.

Considering our results, it seems reasonable to suggest that clinicians in their work adopt a humble attitude with regard to what can be said on the basis of risk assessments and clearly state the degree of accuracy achievable by these methods to recipients of “expert opinions” on future re-offending.

“Risk” in clinical assessments

The use of “risk” as a concept in clinical work is doubtful not only from ethical but also from theoretical points of view. Risk factors are seldom causative, but in most cases they are mere markers of underlying traits or propensities that might play a more direct role in the genesis of a behaviour. Using non-causal risk factors also means that we may end up with an array of risk factors that are difficult to handle for ethical reasons. For example, race may easily be demonstrated to be a risk factor for almost anything negative in settings where race is associated with poor socio-economic situations and poverty. As long as risk factors have not been shown to be causal, the concept of risk management seems unfounded and confusing. Here, “risk” is no longer used to designate a statistical probability but rather means “threat” to security. If this is the goal, mental health problems (other than substance abuse and disorders that directly reflect criminal behaviours) have to be put in the larger context of criminality, where they explain but a very small proportion of violence in society.

As we have seen, twin and adoption studies have demonstrated that the variation in criminal propensity is partly due to genetic factors [165-168]. Fortunately, this propensity seems to be extremely polygenic [166] as found for all other complex psychiatric and societal
conditions, and we do not have to think about the consequences that might have befallen us had some single gene variants with a strong influence on the risk for criminality been demonstrated. But the day when some biological genetic factors have been significantly associated with criminal behaviour might not be that far away, and information about familial aggregation of criminality may most likely add to the statistical prediction of crimes if included in rating schemes. How should we treat these and other biological risk factors? Should we present them to courts or social authorities just as scores from various instruments even if we know that they may lead to undesired effects for our patients, such as prolonged detention?

Another important issue in relation to risk assessments is the question of who should do the assessing. It is obvious that the “best” predictors for violence and recurrence of violence are all reflections of environment [74], behavioural patterns (irresponsible life-style), impulsivity [148, 169, 170], previous convictions [171, 172], basic statistical factors (that also reflect cultural life settings, such as being young and male) [44, 46, 49], and various forms of substance abuse [62, 173], which may play a causal role by reflecting the increased risk for a violent acting-out under the influence of a control-disinhibiting and aggression-enhancing drug such as alcohol [38]. Information on all these factors can be found in registers on previous crimes and other background data and has little to do with psychiatry or psychology. Why then should doctors and psychologists perform assessments that can equally well be performed by the courts or by officials who do not have the same ethical requirements for confidentiality and are not committed to work for the patient’s best interest?

**Strengths and limitations**

When risk factors of criminal behaviour or of recidivism in criminal behaviours are under investigation, prospective studies are desirable, with large populations that are followed longitudinally and continuously described with the help of validated instruments. The present studies are based on analyses of such a prospective study design though limited by its small size. The study population was also described by careful and quality-controlled clinical assessments performed during a four-week period at a specialized central department for forensic psychiatric investigations by a professional, interdisciplinary, scientific team, including a psychiatrist (specialist in general and forensic psychiatry), a clinical psychologist, a psychiatric social worker, and ward staff, giving the present study a solid clinical fundament. Specialized assessments by instruments as reported here were also performed by a small group of clinical researchers who has received specialized training in the use of state-of-the-art instruments such as the SCID, HCR-20, and the PCL-R.

The three empirical papers in the thesis based their results on the same study population, a distinct subpopulation of perpetrators of severe violent and sexual crimes as they had been court-referred for pre-trial forensic psychiatric investigations. The baseline project included consecutive cases selected by the courts for forensic psychiatric investigation, which facilitates comprehensive and systematic clinical work-ups but reduces the possibility of generalizing the results.

The study population was limited to 100 persons as extensive clinical investigations were carried out in each case. The number of individuals for each collected variable differed, because the study subjects were free to choose participation in some or all assessments, and practical factors sometimes reduced the number included by a specific method. Since violent crimes are rare phenomena in the general population, it is very difficult to collect prospective population-based cohorts with detailed clinical features to study relationships between, for
example, psychiatric disorders, addiction, biological markers, and violent crime. The mental health services in the prison system have not provided the preconditions required for performing a study such as this in previous decades.

Statistical analyses were performed within the subgroups of the study and in comparisons with healthy control groups collected for each laboratory method. Neither approach is scientifically optimal. To recruit truly matched and blindly assessed controls from the general population would, however, be impossible. With this in mind, comparisons between subgroups of study subjects may be advantageous although the impact of the systematic differences between, for example, violent and sexual offenders may still confound the analyses and should be considered in the interpretation of the results.

**Clinical implications**

Routine questioning about the exact nature of alcohol and other substance use, including developmental information regarding the onset of abuse and familial aggregation, as well as the individual pattern of reactions, interactions, and behaviours while under drug influence, may be useful in explaining factors behind violent events, antisocial behaviour, and psychosocial maladaptation, and may contribute to improved risk assessments, treatment programs, and preventive social, personal, motivational, and medical measures.

The initial enthusiasm about platelet MAO-B as a prognostic test in forensic psychiatry (“a simple blood test predicts dangerousness”) based on what was and remains scant evidence for predictive validity may reflect the demand for new methods and easy solutions in this area. However, the optimal predictive model in forensic psychiatry may be even more simple: just an overall mapping of the age at onset, persistence, and severity of previous substance (ab)use and (violent) crimes together with general facts such as age and sex.
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